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Could you briefly tell us something about your
background, and your area of expertise in the field
of transport with gender and diversity (racial,
ethnic, age, etc.) in the field of transport /
mobility? What field are you currently working in?

I work in the Equal Opportunities Ombudsman’s
Office. I am a public administration specialist, and I
mainly work with municipalities. I am also a project
manager as I work in other fields, not only with
municipalities. We look more closely at mobility
from the perspective of integration. We have not
done any special research on this, but we have
been in contact with researchers from Spain and
staff from the EIGE Institute regarding mobility
aspects. In addition, when working with
municipalities, we know from experience what is
relevant in this matter. But our professional
everyday reality centres on practical perspectives,
though we have not done any research and we
have not analysed that topic in detail. The only area
where our mobility service is more significant is
related not only to gender issues, but also to
people with different disabilities. We are also
intensifying our work on issues such as providing
information in easily accessible language, the
accessibility of public services, public transport
accessibility, access to information (websites must
be especially adapted for the visually impaired),
and we work hard from the perspective of people
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with disabilities since we receive complaints,

examine them, provide our insights and

comments, and make them public.

In your area of expertise, what have been the

greatest breakthroughs with regard to increasing

gender and diversity in mobility? And, based on

your experience, what are the biggest challenges

that need to be addressed with a view to

increasing gender and diversity in mobility?

We hear from people with different disabilities,

telling us that websites have not been adapted for

the visually impaired, so we are working very hard

to make our own website accessible to all groups,

by working with colleagues from the Information

Society Development Committee. We try to make

all the measures available in practice, not just

formally.

For specific examples of the challenges, I have

experienced some personally. I have found that

mobility varies greatly between urban and rural

areas (remote areas), where there are more older

people and women, and transport is very limited.

In winter, people’s mobility can be hampered due

to the abundance of snow. We, as an

organization, are more likely to look at those

services in terms of how the municipality should



strive to provide them so that they are real and

accessible. However, this depends on certain

groups. In cities like Vilnius this may not be such a

big problem, but in rural areas it is definitely

more of an issue.

Another thing we are talking to municipalities

about is public services and public transport for

when an industrial facility, such as a factory,

which is predominantly staffed by female

employees, is set up on the outskirts of a larger

city. We discuss the need for transport and

mobility to be safe, which means certain

conditions must be met, such as close stops,

adequate lighting, the absence of bushes around

stops, the absence of stops in forests, in order to

ensure maximum safety on the way to and from

work. Moreover, people working outside the city

should also be provided with proper

communication so that they do not need to

change 15 times on the same trip.

In reality, do you think that mobility (smart

mobility) has the potential to be / become an

equally accessible and convenient tool for all

social groups? Can you share your perspectives?

I am not a specialist in organising transport

services, but I would imagine that if the

municipality wanted to, there are ways to do it.

Maybe it wouldn’t be a 100% ideal option, but

maximum effort could certainly be invested. For

example, in the city of Gothenburg in Sweden,

residents marked unsafe places on a smart app

(e.g. broken lamps, places which were not safe

for people) and the municipality responded to the

problems to the best of its ability. There is also a

need for proper sidewalks. I have my own

example of this to demonstrate that this is

sometimes a mobility problem as well: 7 years

ago whilst I was pregnant I was walking to

kindergarten to pick my child up on an unlit

sidewalk when I fell into a hole and injured my

leg. Today, that road section has still not been

fixed, although it is right next to a school with a

large flow of children and parents on a busy

street. Maybe I haven’t been proactive enough in

presenting the municipality with the sites that

need specific management, but this could be

done on the initiative of the municipality. There

are some other aspects of safe mobility. You may

not be able to cut down all the bushes in the

village and not build all the stops near homes, but

then other aspects can be taken into account: for

example, a bus driver does not leave the stop

until they are sure that the disembarked

passenger can continue his or her journey safely

(for example, they have crossed the road or

mounted a bicycle left at a stop), or the vehicle

does not move until the passenger entering the

passenger compartment is securely restrained or

seated. I know that there are methods that are

used, recommended and applied in detail by

experts and authorities working in the field of

transport.

In terms of other aspects, such as bicycles,

national minorities, and immigrants, it seems to

me that, at least at the moment, smart apps

provide access to a variety of languages, not just

those mostly used locally. It seems to me that it is

harder to deal with people who have difficulty

adapting to new technologies (e.g. not using a

computer). I am not saying that there are many

such people, but there may be some, even

including some young people who have

development disorders, for example. I personally

never use bike sharing or scooter sharing

platforms as I travel everywhere by public

transport. It is also a question of whether

transport, mobility and shared mobility is suitable

for people with different abilities, as this also

needs to be taken into account. Bearing in mind

that artificial intelligence and automation are

developing fast, in the future, buses may no

longer be driven by people anymore.

What actions / policy or strategic plans should

be developed to increase gender mobility and

between different groups in society at national

and EU level?

The issue of sidewalks is a specific municipal

aspect, and as the institution closest to people

then this is the body that should be dealing with

this. The accessibility of services for people of

different ages and abilities should be achieved by

establishing public policy to focus on websites

and services, to encourage or oblige public and

private sectors to be more accessible to all groups



in society. However, at the same time, private

businesses need to realize that although people

with disabilities are really struggling financially in

our country at the moment, when their financial

situation improves and the need for personalized

services grows, they will suddenly realize that

they are not ready to satisfy their needs. I am not

saying that they should invest millions to make

their services accessible to all with a 10-year

horizon, but there should be a minimum. Public

policy should shape accessibility issues and

solutions as the guidelines and preparation for

the future. As far as I know, along with the new

EU strategy papers, Lithuania's 10-year vision for

the future (strategic document) is associated with

large-scale use of automation and artificial

intelligence. Given the direction we are taking,

the development of mobility services should

follow along the same lines. It is clear that

artificial intelligence is inevitable, and we will

have to live with it. Hence, it is necessary to

assess these aspects and include them in the

development of services.

Regarding cross-border strategies, I don’t know

what benefits this could bring, perhaps sharing

good practices? In fact, EU-issued directives are

giving a major boost to Lithuania in a number of

areas. Perhaps initially there would be general

dissatisfaction with the decisions taken, but later,

society would adapt, and a new norm would

settle in, making it more widely accepted and

finding less hostility among employers. I believe

that thanks to the availability and accessibility of

public services (mobility included), something

similar can be done and could perhaps be

effective. But I strongly believe that both national

governments and the European Union should

work closely with the private sector, given that in

public agencies it is possible to somehow

regulate and address equal opportunity issues

and violations, whereas as in the private sector

it is much more difficult to have an impact from

the perspective of national institutions such as

the ones which monitor the implementation of

equal opportunities.

A question for consideration: we have

encountered examples of more vulnerable social

groups in different parts of the world using

special mobility solutions (for example, in

Lithuania - the possibility of transportation for

socially sensitive groups; in Africa - the

possibility for women to choose women-driven

taxis). Do you think that such solutions increase

the exclusion of these groups from other

members of society, or do they just help to solve

certain mobility problems?

From a long-term perspective, ensuring the

mobility of these social groups should be a

holistic task. But if the state fails to achieve this,

for example, because it does not have the

necessary funds to renew the public transport

fleet by adapting it and making it accessible to all,

this type of measures is justified as a temporary

solution. In principle, some people, such as

people with disabilities, want some privacy, and

in the end, we all use individual services such as

taxis. This is equally true of private services for

these socially sensitive groups. But this does not

mean that when applying these solutions, there is

no longer a need to adapt public transport to the

needs of these people because these solutions

are extremely costly and the need for them

would be simply too high. If we talk about the

accessibility of services, it should be holistically

integrated here and now. It should be absolutely

normal to see a person with a disability, or of

another nationality or skin colour.


